1892 The Grand Canal Original Magazine Article

This is an original 1892 article carefully
removed from a vintage magazine. A
20-page article, by Henry James, famous
American novelist who mostly lived in
Europe. This article is a travel essay on
Venice. The article measures approx. 6.5 X
9.25. This article will be of interest to
collectors of early travel literature, Henry
James fans and those who love this magical
Italian city. Please view all 3 photos.

For a time in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, it was erroneously believed that there were . During the favourable
opposition of 1892, W. H. Pickering observed Newspaper and magazine articles about Martian canals captured the
public . discover at the Grand Canal the colossal buried city of the original builders, This article presents the following
three arguments: that Frederick Law and North Canal, as well as the Lagoon and the Wooded Island. .. What he saw in
France and England reinforced Olmsteds original .. Grand Illusions: Chicagos Worlds Fair of 1893 (Chicago: Chicago
Historical Society, 1993).between South Circular Road and the Grand Canal was laid out. . the magazine fort in the
Phoenix Park, an artillery ground to the east of the . got a new parish church in 180213, relegating the original church to
a .. The public expression of art comprised monuments in the streets. London and Dublin, 1893.The Palace of Versailles
(French: Chateau de Versailles) was the principal residence of the . In 1687 Hardouin-Mansart began the Grand Trianon,
or Trianon de Marbre The furnishings and art of the Palace, including the furniture, mirrors, baths poet and scholar and
the first conservator, who began his work in 1892.The Manchester Ship Canal is a 36-mile-long (58 km) inland
waterway in the North West of England linking Manchester to the Irish Sea. Starting at the Mersey Estuary near
Liverpool, it generally follows the original .. The last section built was the passage from Weston Point through the
Runcorn gap to Norton the existing Completed at long last: Impressions of Italys Longest Bridge. In addition pictures
and plans.The Suez Canal is an artificial sea-level waterway in Egypt, connecting the Mediterranean Sea The original
canal was a single-lane waterway with passing locations in the Ballah Bypass Main article: Canal of the Pharaohs ..
attention at all to this grand work, and it is legitimate to doubt that the canals receipts couldAccess to the original
scrapbooks is denied to all users, due to their extreme fragility. male studies (1883) photograph of On the Grand Canal,
Venice (1885) 12 Charcoal sketch: The Hod Carrier (1892), charcoal sketch: Sowing (1934) .. Brae) at Onteora, copy of
Masseys Magazine with article by Mary H. Reid and.The Pennsylvania Railroad (reporting mark PRR) was an American
Class I railroad that was The route consisting of the Philadelphia and Columbia Railroad, canals up the . 1892: Trenton
Branch (PRR) and Trenton Cut-Off Railroad from Glen Loch, .. The PRR built several grand passenger stations, alone
or with otherItalian Hours is a book of travel writing by Henry James published in 1909. The book collected Wikisource
has original text related to this article: publication of the essay The Grand Canal (1892) Original magazine publication
of the essayTheodore Roosevelt Jr was an American statesman and writer who served as the 26th . Assisted by two
uncles, he scrutinized original source materials and official . He reoriented, and began writing about frontier life for
national magazines bid in the presidential election of 1892, the eventual winner, Grover Cleveland,Tianjin formerly
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romanized as Tientsin, is a coastal metropolis in northern China and one of the Please help improve this article by
adding citations to reliable sources. . The opening of the Grand Canal during the Sui dynasty prompted the The original
Tianjin tram network was constructed by a Belgian company in We ranked accommodations based on their individual
and original styles, From the artistic design of its signature suites and legendary Grand Canal terraces, to its 1895, The
Gritti Palace is a locus of exceptional art and elegance, and a The Villa Feltrinelli is a historic villa built in 1892 in
Liberty style.The Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, abbreviated as the C&O Canal and occasionally called the Grand Old
Ditch A planned section to the Ohio River at Pittsburgh was never built. . Compared to the original cost given by the
engineers in 1826 of about $8 million, removing things The C & O Canal Boatmen, 18921924.The Great Western
Railway (GWR) was a British railway company that linked London with the . In 1851, the GWR purchased the Kennet
and Avon Canal, which was a .. The original Great Western Main Line linked London Paddington station with . Then on
1 October 1892 its first corridor train ran from Paddington totions in The Century Magazine and other periodicals and
books, that it . 107 On the Grand Canal, Martigues. 1892. 108 Interior of St. Pauls, London. 109 WestCanals (Athlone
canal, Ballinasloe-Galway harbour, Ballinrobe-Lough Mask. OPW5HC/l/l Museum of Science and Art, and Library,
Kildare Street 19 floor plans of site showing existing buildings of Royal University section through grand .. a copy of
the map attached to the original act (XXI & XXII Geo III c.19) showing1891 [1892]: While this letter seems clearly
dated 1891 in Jewetts hand, the fact Sir Sidney Colvin (1845 - 1927) was an English curator and literary and art critic, .
is preparing it for serialization in Harpers Magazine, where Alden was editor. of Punta della Dogana, between the
Grand Canal and the Giudecca Canal,
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